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Abstract
Extensive research has demonstrated that rs1360780, a common single nucleotide
polymorphism within the FKBP5 gene, interacts with early-life stress in predicting
psychopathology. Previous results suggest that carriers of the TT genotype of
rs1360780 who were exposed to child abuse show differences in structure and functional activation of emotion-processing brain areas belonging to the salience network.
Extending these findings on intermediate phenotypes of psychopathology, we examined if the interaction between rs1360780 and child abuse predicts resting-state
functional connectivity (rsFC) between the amygdala and other areas of the salience
network. We analyzed data of young European adults from the general population
(N = 774; mean age = 18.76 years) who took part in the IMAGEN study. In the
absence of main effects of genotype and abuse, a significant interaction effect was
observed for rsFC between the right centromedial amygdala and right posterior insula
(p < .025, FWE-corrected), which was driven by stronger rsFC in TT allele carriers
with a history of abuse. Our results suggest that the TT genotype of rs1360780 may
render individuals with a history of abuse more vulnerable to functional changes in
communication between brain areas processing emotions and bodily sensations,
which could underlie or increase the risk for psychopathology.
KEYWORDS

amygdala, child abuse, FKBP5, gene–environment interaction, resting-state functional
connectivity, rs1360780, salience network

I N T RO DU CT I O N

recent meta-analysis spanning 14 studies with over 15,000 participants,
Wang, Shelton, and Dwivedi (2018) found strong evidence of interac-

Several lines of research suggest that genetic predisposition as well as

tions between FKBP5 genotypes and early-life stress contributing to the

child abuse are important risk factors for psychopathology (e.g.,

risk of major depressive disorder (MDD) and post-traumatic stress disor-

McCrory, De Brito, & Viding, 2012), and that the interaction of these

der (PTSD). In order to clarify mechanisms by which gene–environment

factors can account for variance above main effects of genotype and

interaction (GxE) leads to psychopathology, attention has turned to

environment (Belsky & Pluess, 2009; Rutter, Moffitt, & Caspi, 2006). In a

intermediate phenotypes—quantitative biological traits that are heritable
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and associated with a clinical phenotype (Rasetti & Weinberger, 2011).

during recovery after stress have been observed in healthy TT carriers

While regional alterations in brain structure and functional activation

(Ising et al., 2008), paralleling the observation in individuals with MDD

have commonly been studied as intermediate phenotypes, less attention

(Burke et al., 2005). Given these findings, dysregulation of the HPA

has been drawn to alterations in brain connectivity. The present study

axis, associated with both exposure to child abuse and FKBP5 risk

therefore aims to investigate the interactive effects of child abuse and

genotype, may be exaggerated by their interaction, possibly due to

FKBP5 genotype on amygdala resting-state functional connectivity

epigenetic mechanisms such as T-allele specific stress-related demeth-

(rsFC), a potential intermediate phenotype for (vulnerability to) psycho-

ylation at glucocorticoid response elements (Matosin, Halldorsdottir, &

pathology (e.g., Mulders, van Eijndhoven, Schene, Beckmann, &

Binder, 2018).

Tendolkar, 2015).

From a developmental perspective, a dysregulation of the HPA

One of the abundantly described psychobiological consequences

axis induced by adverse experiences and exaggerated in carriers of

of child abuse is dysregulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal

the TT genotype may exert damaging effects on brain regions that are

(HPA) axis (McCrory et al., 2012; McCrory, Brito, & Viding, 2010). The

still undergoing maturation (“neurotoxicity hypothesis”; Sapolsky,

HPA axis is a neuroendocrine system that is involved in the stress

Krey, & McEwen, 1986; Lupien, McEwen, Gunnar, & Heim, 2009).

response. Exposure to stress triggers the release of glucocorticoid

Particularly during sensitive developmental periods, as in childhood or

hormones such as cortisol, which binds to mineralocorticoid (MR) and

adolescence, heightened levels of circulating cortisol can differentially

glucocorticoid (GR) receptors. Cortisol preferentially binds to MRs

modify the maturation and function of brain regions involved in regu-

because of their high affinity, even when low levels of cortisol are pre-

lation and adaptation in response to stress including the prefrontal

sent. In contrast, GRs, which have about one-tenth the affinity of

cortex, amygdala, and hippocampus (Danese & McEwen, 2012; Lupien

MRs, are occupied mostly when high levels of cortisol are present, for

et al., 2009; McCrory et al., 2010). Support for this idea is lent by lon-

example, during acute stress responses (Reul & de Kloet, 1985). GRs

gitudinal studies showing that cortisol levels during childhood are

also play a role in terminating the stress response via a negative feed-

associated with changes in regional brain volume (Carrion, Weems, &

back loop. The binding of cortisol to GRs at different levels of the

Reiss, 2007; Carrion & Wong, 2012; Du Plessis, Smeekens, Cillessen,

HPA axis suppresses the activity of the axis and allows cortisol to

lu, 2018) and activity (Blankenship, Botdorf, RigWhittle, & Gürog

return to baseline levels (De Kloet, 1991; Tsigos & Chrousos, 2002).

gins, & Dougherty, 2019; Burghy et al., 2016) later in life. That the

A proper functioning of the negative feedback loop of the HPA

impact of early stress physiology on the brain can persevere into

axis seems to be critical for a healthy stress response by protecting

adulthood is supported by a study in which cortisol levels assessed at

the body from potential damage caused by the toxic effects of stress

age 4.5 years were associated with decreased amygdala-vmPFC rsFC

hormones. In contrast, dysfunction of the stress response is consid-

even 14 years later (Burghy et al., 2012). In turn, such altered func-

ered a core characteristic of several stress-related psychiatric disor-

tioning of neural circuits could confer risk for stress-related psychopa-

ders. A meta-analysis revealed that patients with MDD had much

thology (see Matosin et al., 2018).

higher cortisol levels during the recovery period from a stressor than

One of the core dysfunctions in psychopathology is altered emo-

their non-depressed counterparts (Burke, Davis, Otte, & Mohr, 2005).

tion processing. In MDD and PTSD, this commonly includes an atten-

This is thought to be related to an impairment in GR-mediated nega-

tional bias towards and increased neural activity in response to

tive feedback which could result from a decreased GR-sensitivity to

negative emotional cues (Etkin & Wager, 2007; Hayes, VanElzakker, &

glucocorticoids (Pariante, 2004).

Shin, 2012; Leppänen, 2006; Shin et al., 2005). Given the importance

It is now well-established that genetic factors influence the GR-

of the amygdala in emotion processing (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005),

mediated regulation of the stress response. A central role is attributed

interaction studies of FKBP5 and early-life stress have focused on

to the FKBP5 gene, which is located on chromosome 6p21, and codes

alterations in amygdala activity and volume as promising intermediate

for FK506 binding protein 51 (FKBP5), a co-chaperone of the heat

phenotypes of psychopathology. In a study on adolescents, White

shock protein (hsp) 90 that regulates GR sensitivity. FKBP5 is mainly

et al. (2012) demonstrated that rs1360780 interacts with childhood

expressed in the brain, including regions involved in the stress

adversity to predict threat-related amygdala reactivity, assessed dur-

response such as the amygdala (Scharf, Liebl, Binder, Schmidt, &

ing an emotional face-matching task. Reactivity of the dorsal amygdala

Müller, 2011). When FKBP5 is bound to the GR-complex via hsp90,

increased with the level of retrospectively reported emotional neglect

cortisol binds with lower affinity, and translocation of the GR complex

in TT/CT, but not in CC carriers. This is in accordance with a recent

to the nucleus is impeded (Binder, 2009; Denny, Valentine, Reynolds,

study by Holz et al. (2015), who used the same task in a high-risk

Smith, & Scammell, 2000; Wochnik et al., 2005). Thus, enhanced

community sample of healthy young male adults and found an interac-

expression of FKBP5 can impair the negative feedback regulation of

tion effect of FKBP5 with emotional neglect on amygdala reactivity in

the HPA axis, resulting in a prolonged stress response.

the same direction as White et al. (2012). Further, the authors

Increased lymphocyte FKBP5 protein levels have been observed

reported that amygdala-hippocampus connectivity assessed during

in TT compared with CT/CC allele carriers of rs1360780, a common

the threat-reactivity task decreased with emotional neglect in CC car-

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) within the FKBP5 gene (Binder

riers and increased in TT carriers, with CT carriers being intermediate.

et al., 2004). In line with the suggestion that a reduced GR sensitivity

However, this association was only significant at a liberal threshold

would lead to a prolonged stress response, higher cortisol levels

and did not survive small volume correction. Although not many
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studies are available yet, this preliminary evidence supports the

So far, no study has investigated rsFC of the amygdala in the con-

hypothesis that early stressful experiences increase the likelihood for

text of early-life stress by considering FKBP5 rs1360780 genotype.

disturbed emotion processing, particularly in carriers of the risk allele

Given that Grabe et al. (2016) found structural differences in brain

of rs1360780.

regions of the SN in TT carriers of rs1360780 with a history of child

More recently, Grabe et al. (2016) reported structural brain differ-

abuse, the present study aims to extend these findings by examining

ences in adults with a history of abuse who carry the TT genotype of

rsFC between subnuclei of the amygdala and other brain regions of

rs1360780 in subcortical and cortical emotion-processing areas,

the SN, specifically the ACC and the insula. In order to take into

including reduced gray matter volumes in the amygdala, hippocampus,

account the structural and functional heterogeneity of the amygdala

anterior and middle cingulate cortex, and insula. These areas corre-

(Phelps & LeDoux, 2005), the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and the

spond to a large extent to the salience network (SN), which has been

centromedial amygdala (CMA) were chosen as seed regions for con-

linked to the processing of various salient stimuli, including stress-

nectivity analyses. While the BLA affectively evaluates sensory infor-

related ones (Hermans, Henckens, Joëls, & Fern
andez, 2014), and the

mation (Jovanovic & Ressler, 2010), the CMA is involved in the fear

assessment of stimulus relevance in order to guide behavior (Seeley

response (LeDoux, 1998). In line with the finding of Teicher

et al., 2007). Specifically, the SN includes the amygdala, fronto-insular

et al. (2016), we hypothesized that individuals with a history of child

cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and temporal poles

abuse carrying the TT allele of rs1360780 would show altered cou-

(Seeley et al., 2007).

pling between seed regions of the amygdala, specifically the CMA,

The amygdala responds to environmental challenges, such as
threats and signals this information to the brainstem, thereby initi-

and regions of the SN, including the insula and the ACC, compared
with CT/CC allele carriers with and without a history of child abuse.

ating neuroendocrine and autonomic responses (Davis & Whalen,
2001; LeDoux, 2007). The dorsal ACC is involved in cognitive control by modulating amygdala activity, as during reappraisal of nega-

2

M A T E R I A L S A N D M ET H O D S

|

tive emotion (Ochsner & Gross, 2005). Together with the ACC, the
insula gives rise to feelings and motivations underlying emotions

2.1

|

Participants

(Medford & Critchley, 2010). Given these functions of areas
involved in the SN, it has been suggested that dysfunction within

We analyzed data from the longitudinal IMAGEN study (Schumann

the SN can account for impairments in emotion processing, cogni-

et al., 2010) comprising European adolescents from Germany, the

tion, autonomic regulation, and neuroendocrine responses, which

United Kingdom, Ireland, and France. At baseline, 2,462 individuals

may underlie heightened emotional reactivity in psychopathology

participated at the age of 14 and, to date, have been followed up

(Price & Drevets, 2010).

three times. Data were collected from eight study sites (Berlin, Dres-

Previous research has shown that communication between brain

den, Dublin, Hamburg, London, Mannheim, Nottingham, and Paris).

regions ascribed to the SN is altered in individuals with a history of

We included all participants from IMAGEN's second follow-up wave,

child maltreatment. Specifically, reduced coupling of the amygdala

from whom resting-state data, childhood adversity status, and geno-

with the medial-orbital prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, hippocam-

type were available (N = 819). Data from the second follow-up were

pus, and insula has been found in maltreated individuals in resting

used specifically, because childhood adversity, as measured by the

state (for review, see Teicher, Samson, Anderson, & Ohashi, 2016).

Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ), was not measured at base-

However, maltreatment-related findings on rsFC are quite heteroge-

line and more resting-state data sets were available for the second

neous, which might be related to the fact that studies investigated dif-

follow-up. Thirty-two participants had to be excluded due to insuffi-

ferent subtypes of maltreatment (i.e., abuse vs. neglect vs. combined),

cient MRI data quality, as identified by visual inspection, and 13 due

and chose different seed regions in connectivity analyses. Regardless

to extensive movement during scanning (>3 mm of translation; >1 of

of the direction of reported connectivity differences, studies do sug-

rotation). The final sample thus comprised 774 participants. The sam-

gest that child maltreatment leads to a dysfunctional communication

ple characteristics of the final sample are shown in Table 1.

between brain regions when the individual is at rest, which could confer vulnerability for psychopathology.

The development and well-being assessment (DAWBA) was used
to assess psychopathology (Goodman, Heiervang, Collishaw, &

Taken together, the literature demonstrates that alterations in

Goodman, 2011). In short, computer-predicted diagnoses were gener-

rsFC in the SN occur in individuals with a history of maltreatment

ated for a range of disorders (i.e., 50% or more chance of having the

(Teicher et al., 2016). At the same time, such alterations may also rep-

actual disorder in reference to a norm group). An indication for a diag-

resent a core dysfunction in psychiatric disorders such as MDD

nosis was given for 115 out of the 774 young adults, with 31 individ-

(Mulders et al., 2015) and PTSD (Koch et al., 2016). Further, it has

uals having had an indication for more than one diagnosis. Depression

been suggested that child maltreatment increases the risk for psycho-

and anxiety disorders were most prevalent (depression n = 60, gener-

pathology in carriers of the risk genotype of rs1360780 particularly,

alized anxiety disorder n = 23, social phobia n = 23, eating disorder

likely through its impact on sensitization of the stress response and

n = 15, panic disorder n = 12, specific phobia n = 9, posttraumatic

consequently the development of altered brain structure and function

stress disorder n = 5, tic disorder n = 5, agoraphobia n = 2, conduct

(Binder, 2009; Matosin et al., 2018).

disorder n = 1, and obsessive-compulsive disorder n = 1). While the
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TABLE 1

Descriptive characteristics for the IMAGEN sample
Group

Characteristics

Total sample

rs1360785 = CC

rs1360785 = CT

rs1360785 = TT

N

774

382

319

73

Test statistics for
comparison of TT versus
CT/CCa

df a

p-value a

Age (range)

18.76 (17–23)

Sex
(male/female)

378/396

190/192

153/166

35/38

χ2 = .026

1

.873

Handedness
(right/left)

693/81

336/46

291/28

66/7

χ2 = .066

1

.797

Childhood abuse
(yes/no)b

504/270

250/132

206/113

48/25

χ2 = .014

1

.904

CTQ total score
(M ± SD)

31.55 ± 7.07

32.04 ± 7.50

30.92 ± 5.80

31.78 ± 9.37

t = −.830

772

.774

CTQ abuse score
(M ± SD)

17.60 ± 3.98

17.80 ± 4.34

17.29 ± 3.14

17.97 ± 5.10

t = −.287

772

.407

Abbreviations: N = sample size; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.
a
According to two-sample t test (two-tailed) for continuous variables or χ2 tests for categorical variables to check for possible differences in the genotype
groups (CC/CT vs. TT).
b
Childhood abuse derived from the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (none vs. any).

vast majority of the indications fell into the 50–70% range of having

on either one of the abuse items, therefore separating participants

the actual disorder, 22 indications fell in the 70% or higher range for

without a history of abuse from the ones who were exposed to any

depression specifically.

type and intensity of abuse. While this increased the sample size of T-

The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of

homozygotes with a history of child abuse considerably, the inclusion

Helsinki and approved by local ethics committees at each site. Written

of these very mild cases also rendered us less sensitive to find effects

informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants

of abuse.

received financial compensation for their participation and travel
expenses. A precise description of recruitment and assessment procedures spanning exclusion and inclusion criteria has been published

2.3

|

Genotyping

elsewhere (Schumann et al., 2010).
A precise description of genotyping and imputation procedures has
been published elsewhere (Lett et al., 2020; Schumann et al., 2010). In

2.2

|

Assessment of child abuse

brief, blood samples were collected during site visits and sent to the
IMAGEN DNA biobank for processing. Analyses covered DNA, for

The CTQ was used to assess childhood adversity. The CTQ has good

which the Illumina Quad 610 chip and 660w chip (Illumina, San Diego,

reliability and validity, as was demonstrated in independent studies

CA) were used to perform genome-wide genotyping of about

(Bernstein et al., 2003; Wingenfeld et al., 2010). A total of 28 items is

600,000 SNPs. Genotype results for the FKBP5 gene SNP rs1360780

rated on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (never true) to 5 (very

were derived from standard imputation procedures. The distribution

often true), with higher scores indicating a higher exposure to trau-

of rs1360780 alleles did not deviate from the Hardy–Weinberg equi-

matic experiences during childhood. The three abuse subscales

librium (χ2 = 0.29, p = .59). As per Grabe et al. (2016) and other studies

(i.e., emotional, sexual, and physical abuse) were used to calculate an

on rs1360780 genotype (Koopmann et al., 2016), we combined the

abuse sum score. Following the approach of Grabe et al. (2016), based

CC and CT carriers into one group, thus comparing T-homozygotes

on the CTQ scoring manual, we generated a dichotomized variable of

with C allele carriers.

overall abuse by which a participant was rated as positive for abuse
when any of the abuse subscales had a sum score indicative of at least
moderate abuse (i.e., ≥ 9 for emotional abuse, ≥ 8 for physical abuse,

2.4

|

MRI data acquisition

and ≥ 6 for sexual abuse). However, as according to this classification
only 18 T-homozygotes in our sample could be categorized as having

Structural and functional MRI data were acquired on 3 T whole-body

experienced child abuse, we decided to apply a more lenient threshold

MR scanners from different manufacturers (Siemens, Munich,

than Grabe et al. (2016). Specifically, a participant was categorized as

Germany; Philips, Best, The Netherlands; GE Healthcare, Chicago;

positive for overall abuse when a score of at least two was reported

Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). For each sequence, parameters directly
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affecting image contrast or signal-to-noise ratio were determined and

general linear model (GLM) with FSL's command line tool fsl_glm.

held constant across sites to minimize differences between scanners

Time series extracted from the CSF and deep white matter were

(Schumann et al., 2010). Functional MRI measurements were per-

included in the model as nuisance variables.

formed using a single-shot T2*-weighted gradient-echo echoplanar

The individual whole-brain connectivity maps were fed into a

imaging (GE-EPI) sequence with 3.4 x 3.4 mm in-plane voxel size,

higher-level GLM, for the left and right CMA and BLA separately,

164 volumes, 40 slices with a thickness of 2.4 mm with a gap of

using the dichotomized CTQ abuse variable, FKBP5 genotype, and

1.0 mm (3.4 mm total intra-slice distance), repetition time of

their interaction as regressors of interest, adding age (continuous) and

2,200 ms, echo time of 30 ms, a flip angle of 75 , and a Field of View

scan site, sex, and DAWBA diagnosis (dummy coded) covariates. The

of 218 × 218 mm. Volumes were acquired in sequential ascending

resulting t-statistical maps subsequently underwent Threshold-Free

slice order. For the resting-state scan, participants were instructed to

Cluster Enhancement (TFCE) (Smith & Nichols, 2009), which describe

lie still with their eyes closed and let their minds wander without

the association between connectivity and CTQ score, using the

focusing on a specific thought. A standard T1-weighted structural vol-

default parameter settings (H = 2, E = 0.5, C = 6). Significance testing

ume with sagittal volume excitation and 1.1 × 1.1 × 1.1 mm3 voxel

was carried out with permutation testing (10,000 iterations) using the

size was created for every participant for subsequent normalization

software

purposes. All T1-weighted images were screened for incidental, clini-

mediation; Lett et al., 2017). In this step, the true findings were tested

cally relevant findings by a neuroradiologist before analysis.

against a null distribution of randomly generated results (10,000 itera-

suite

TFCE_mediation

(https://github.com/trislett/tfce_

tions). In each iteration, the values of the predictors (i.e., the individual
group assignments) were randomly shuffled, after which a test statis-

2.5

|

fMRI data preprocessing

tic was calculated for that iteration. This resulted in statistical images
that are family-wise error corrected for multiple comparisons across

First, all imaging data were visually screened for corrupted data or

all voxels and Bonferroni-corrected for assessing two subnuclei at

acquisition artifacts. FEAT (fMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 6.00 in

p < .025. Given our a priori expectations of differences in areas of the

FSL (FMRIB Software Library v5.0, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) was used

SN, we created a ROI mask of the bilateral insula and ACC, using the

to perform data preprocessing on the functional data, including

Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structural Probability Atlas, as provided in

motion correction (Jenkinson, Bannister, Brady, & Smith, 2002), slice

FSLview. To be as unbiased as possible, no probability threshold was

time correction, non-brain removal (Smith, 2002), spatial smoothing

used for these regions, and corrections for multiple comparisons were

using a Gaussian kernel of 4 mm FWHM (full width of half maximum),

therefore done on all voxels that had any probability of being part of

and grand mean intensity normalization. Independent Component

these regions. Besides the ROI analysis, which was based on our a-

Analysis (ICA)-based automatic removal of motion-related and physio-

priori expectations, we also ran a voxelwise-corrected whole-brain

logical noise artifacts was used to further clean the data (ICA-

analysis (p < .025, Bonferroni-corrected for assessing two subnuclei).

AROMA; Pruim et al., 2015). Next, data were high-pass temporal fil-

Given the effects on gray matter volume observed by Grabe

tered (> 0.008 Hz) to remove slow drifts. The middle EPI volume was

et al. (2016), we also controlled for gray matter volume as it could

co-registered to the individual brain-extracted T1 image, using

potentially drive connectivity effects. To this end, FSL's command line

boundary-based registration (Greve & Fischl, 2009). Nonlinear nor-

tool feat_gm_prepare was used to produce a voxelwise confound

malization of the T1 image to the 2 mm MNI standard space template

regressor: First, structural scans were gray matter segmented using

(Montreal Neurological Institute, Quebec, Canada) was done using

FAST (fMRI's Automated Segmentation Tool; Zhang, Brady, &

Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs; Avants, Epstein, Grossman, &

Smith, 2001); second, the previously generated warp files were

Gee, 2008). Last, the fully preprocessed data were normalized to

applied to the gray matter maps, concatenated across participants,

2 mm MNI standard space, applying the registration matrices and

and demeaned.
The amygdala seeds and ROI mask, as well as the corrected and

warp images from the two previous registration steps.

uncorrected statistical images of our analyses can be found under:
https://neurovault.org/collections/7224.
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fMRI data analysis

To study amygdala functional connectivity, a seed-based connectivity

3
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analysis was carried out. Binary seed masks of the CMA and BLA
nucleus of the left and right amygdala were created, which only

The final sample of 774 participants comprised 245 CC/CT allele car-

included voxels with a probability higher than 50% using the Juelich

riers without a history of abuse, 456 CC/CT allele carriers with a his-

Histological Atlas, as provided in FSLview. For each of the four masks,

tory of abuse, 25 TT allele carriers without a history of abuse, and

the first Eigen time series was obtained from the preprocessed

48 TT allele carriers with a history of abuse. Sample characteristics are

resting-state data. To generate functional connectivity maps, the time

reported in Table 1. Importantly, the dichotomized criterion for abuse

series of each participant's right and left CMA and BLA were

(i.e., none vs. any) was equally distributed across genotypes (CC/CT

regressed separately against every other voxel's time series using the

vs. TT; p = .904). A history of abuse was more frequently observed in
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young adults with than without an indication of psychopathology,

a stronger coupling between these regions compared with carriers of

χ 2(1, N = 774) = 10.782, p = .001. On average, head motion was low

the TT genotype of rs1360780 without a history of child abuse. Fur-

(M = 0.09 mm, SD = 0.06 mm, range: 0.02–0.49) and did not differ

ther, in individuals without a history of child abuse, TT allele carriers

between the groups, F(1, 770) = 0.11, p = .74.

showed a weaker coupling between these regions compared with

Average functional connectivity maps of the CMA and BLA across

CC/CT allele carriers. No main effect of either genotype or child

all participants are shown in Figure S1. We neither found a main

abuse was present. Contrary to our expectations, no effects were

effect of genotype or child abuse on amygdala rsFC in either the

found for rsFC within the dACC, the other core region of the salience

whole-brain or ROI analyses (pFWE > .05 for all comparisons), nor an

network.

interaction between genotype and child abuse in the whole-brain ana-

Our results add important evidence to GxE influences on interme-

lyses for any of the seeds (pFWE > .025 for all comparisons). However,

diate phenotypes of psychopathology by demonstrating that alter-

a significant interaction was found between child abuse and FKBP5

ations in rsFC occur in genetically vulnerable individuals with

genotype on rsFC of the right CMA with the right posterior insula

experiences of abuse. We observed a stronger rsFC between the pos-

(x = 36; y = −12; z = −2), corrected for multiple comparisons within

terior insula and the amygdala—brain regions that contribute to bodily

our ROI mask (p < .025; see Figure 1a). The interaction effect was

sensations and arousal. The posterior insula, primarily connected to

driven by stronger amygdala rsFC with the insula in TT allele carriers

sensorimotor, posterior temporal, and parietal areas, has been

with a history of abuse. Post-hoc t-tests demonstrated that CMA rsFC

ascribed the role of sensorimotor integration and is seen as critical for

with the posterior insula significantly differed between CC/CT allele

interoception (Cauda et al., 2011; Craig, 2002; Deen, Pitskel, &

carriers without a history of abuse and TT allele carriers without a his-

Pelphrey, 2011; Kurth, Zilles, Fox, Laird, & Eickhoff, 2010; Uddin,

tory of abuse, t(32.024) = 2.73, p = .01, and between TT allele carriers

Nomi, Hébert-Seropian, Ghaziri, & Boucher, 2017). More specifically,

with and without a history of abuse, t(71) = −2.88, p = .005 (see

Craig (2009) proposed that the posterior insula hosts a representation

Figure 1b). Importantly, the inclusion of gray matter volume or

of primary interoceptive information, which is re-represented and

DAWBA diagnosis as covariates did not affect the results, as the same

integrated with affective aspects in a polymodal zone situated in mid

region was found significant without adjustment for these factors

and anterior parts of the insula. Following a posterior-to-mid-to-

as well.

anterior pattern, the successive integration of information stemming
from various modalities, including emotionally salient environmental
stimuli, hedonic, motivational, and social conditions, is posited to

4
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DISCUSSION

underlie the current feeling and awareness of oneself (Craig, 2009).
The CMA is critically involved in the neural stress response, as it

In the present study, we investigated the impact of child abuse,

affects the release of cortisol and modulates the functioning of the

genetic variation within the FKBP5 gene, and their interaction on

autonomic nervous system through its connections to the hypothala-

functional connectivity within the salience network during resting

mus (Davis, 1992; Jovanovic & Ressler, 2010; LeDoux, 1998). Given

state. A significant interaction effect emerged on rsFC between the

that a stronger connectivity indicates greater signal covariance

right CMA and the right posterior insula. Specifically, carriers of the

between regions of interest, activation of the CMA and the posterior

TT genotype of rs1360780 with a history of child abuse demonstrated

insula may be more coordinated in genetically vulnerable individuals

F I G U R E 1 (a) Interaction effect of FKBP5 and child abuse on centromedial amygdala resting-state functional connectivity with the right
posterior insula overlaid on the MNI standard space template (at x = 38), shown at a significance threshold of pFWE < .05 for illustration purposes.
A more restricted part of this cluster was found when applying the stringent correction for both the number of voxels and number of amygdala
subregions (pFWE < .025). (b) Bar graph illustrating the significant interaction effect of FKBP5 rs1360780 with child abuse on resting-state
functional connectivity between the right centromedial amygdala (CMA) and right posterior insula. Error bars represent the SEM. p-value for twosample t tests between indicated groups ** = .01; *** = .005
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with experiences of abuse, even in the absence of a stressful situation.

a “plasticity factor.” One could speculate that the TT allele renders an

Based on our results, we thus speculate that the amygdala may alter

individual more vulnerable than others to the negative effects of

posterior insula representation of primary interoceptive information,

adversity, leading to increased amygdala-insula rsFC. On the other

leading to increased processing of bodily feelings with respect to

hand, it may also render an individual disproportionately susceptible

emotions in TT allele carriers with a history of abuse. However, the

to the beneficial effects of a non-adverse environment, as indicated

lack of physiological or self-report measures pertaining to bodily sen-

by weaker connectivity strength. Previously, it has been proposed that

sation and emotional arousal assessed during or after resting-state

FKBP5 alleles may follow the differential susceptibility theory

prevents the examination of this assumption. An alternative explana-

(Matosin et al., 2018), although findings differ with regard to whether

tion for the stronger rsFC between the posterior insula and the amyg-

the TT genotype or CT/TT genotypes serve as plasticity factors. A

dala could be that early experiences of abuse may alter the maturation

recent GxE study on children with early institutional care has shown

of one or both of these brain regions (see Edmiston et al., 2011),

that girls with the CT/TT genotype exhibited more depressive symp-

thereby affecting the functional connectivity between both.

toms at higher levels of peer victimization, but fewer depressive

According to contemporary neurobiological models (Menon,

symptoms at lower levels of peer victimization compared with girls

2011), aberrant interactions within and between neurocognitive net-

carrying the CC allele (VanZomeren-Dohm, Pitula, Koss, Thomas, &

works may underlie or predispose individuals to disrupted cognitive

Gunnar, 2015). In addition, the study of Binder et al. (2004) demon-

processes, which in turn can lead to psychopathology. Disruptions in

strated that despite experiencing higher rates of lifetime depressive

amygdala-insula connectivity have been reported in the context of

episodes, TT allele carriers are more responsive to treatment with

generalized anxiety disorder (Roy et al., 2013), PTSD (Nicholson

antidepressant medication compared with CC/CT allele carriers. Given

et al., 2016; Rabinak et al., 2011; Sripada et al., 2012), and MDD

that the functional significance of low amygdala-insula connectivity

(Jacobs et al., 2016; Veer et al., 2010). Given the largely non-clinical

levels during resting state remains unclear, we cannot infer whether

sample used in our study, while controlling for DAWBA diagnosis indi-

our findings point towards beneficial effects of the TT allele. How-

cation in the analyses, the alterations in rsFC may represent a precur-

ever, we speculate that a stronger connectivity of these regions may

sor of clinically relevant symptoms, mediating enhanced vulnerability

be detrimental, as previous studies have revealed similar alterations in

to stress-related psychopathology. However, although TT allele carriers

the context of PTSD (Rabinak et al., 2011; Sripada et al., 2012).

with a history of abuse did demonstrate the strongest connectivity

As Grabe et al. (2016) reported on reduced gray matter volumes

levels, these were statistically not significantly different from connec-

in the ACC in TT allele carriers with a history of child of abuse, we also

tivity levels of CC/CT allele carriers with and without a history of

expected to observe GxE-related alterations in functional coupling

abuse. Future follow-up analyses of the present sample should shed

between the amygdala and ACC. Importantly, such effects have previ-

more light on whether stronger amygdala-insula rsFC can indeed be

ously been observed in the context of stress-related disorders (Anand

considered a vulnerability marker.

et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2014; Carballedo et al., 2011; Pannekoek

While the interaction effect observed in our study emerged

et al., 2014), which were suggested to underlie impairments in

between the amygdala and posterior insula, it is interesting to note

salience processing and emotional modulation in these disorders.

that former connectivity studies investigating correlates of trauma

However, we did not find a GxE relation with amygdala-ACC connec-

(Thomason et al., 2015) or psychopathology (Jacobs et al., 2016; Veer

tivity in our sample, which might be due to the largely nonclinical

et al., 2010) have found alterations in the coupling between the amyg-

nature of our sample with predominantly low experiences of abuse.

dala and the anterior insula. Although it has been shown that the

Although childhood maltreatment has repeatedly been associated

anterior and posterior insula belong to complementary networks with

with alterations in functional connectivity (Dean, Kohno, Hellemann, &

different connectivity patterns and functions (Cauda et al., 2011;

London, 2014; Fonzo et al., 2013; Jedd et al., 2015; Teicher

Deen et al., 2011), little agreement exists regarding boundaries or

et al., 2016; van der Werff et al., 2013), we did not find a main effect

functional specialization of insula subregions across studies (Gasquoine,

of abuse in our study. In addition, genotype itself was not related with

2014; Kurth et al., 2010). Given that the anterior and posterior insula

connectivity outcomes. Our finding of an interaction effect in absence

are thought to interact to modulate autonomic reactivity to salient stim-

of main effects supports the notion that the interplay of genetic vul-

uli (Menon, 2011; Menon & Uddin, 2010), the interaction effect

nerability and stressful experiences, even at a low severity level, may

observed in our study could also reflect an exaggerated state of arousal

affect the communication between brain networks at rest. This is in

despite the absence of an actual danger in TT allele carriers with experi-

line with literature demonstrating that only few studies have reported

ences of abuse. Given that several studies (e.g., Rabinak et al., 2011; Roy

main effects of FKBP5 on risk for psychopathology, whereas stronger

et al., 2013) have not separated insula subregions, the role of anterior

evidence points towards interaction effects with early-life stress

and posterior insula connectivity to the amygdala in the context of psy-

(Matosin et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018).

chopathology needs further investigation.

Recent research (Klengel et al., 2013; Klengel & Binder, 2015;

It is interesting to note that in our study, TT allele carriers without

Matosin et al., 2018) describes molecular mechanisms that explain

a history of abuse exhibited the lowest amygdala-insula rsFC. The

how the interaction of FKBP5 and childhood adversity could shape

interaction effect thus resembles a differential-susceptibility pattern

intermediate phenotypes of psychopathology: In the context of GR

(Belsky & Pluess, 2009), in which the risk genotype could function as

stimulation, the T allele facilitates FKBP5 expression, which impedes
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cortisol-GR binding and consequently impairs the negative feedback

been made that retrospective self-reports as opposed to official

loop of the HPA axis. This effect is likely exacerbated by T allele-

records of maltreatment show unique relations to physical and mental

specific stress-related demethylation at regulatory glucocorticoid

health outcomes (Kendall-Tackett & Becker-Blease, 2004). Future

responsive elements, further enhancing FKBP5 expression in the con-

investigations could clarify whether different intermediate pheno-

text of GR activation and intensifying impairments in HPA axis func-

types arise when interactions between risk genotype with prospective

tioning among T allele carriers. In line with this model (Matosin

versus retrospective measures of abuse are investigated.

et al., 2018), associations between circulating levels of cortisol and

Third, only one polymorphism within the FKBP5 gene was inves-

amygdala activation and functional connectivity have been docu-

tigated. The SNP rs1360780 was chosen based on our intention to

mented (Bogdan & Hariri, 2012; Burghy et al., 2012; Urry, 2006; Veer

extend the findings of Grabe et al. (2016). Meta-analytic evidence fur-

et al., 2012), supporting the hypothesis that alterations in brain con-

ther supports the important role of rs1360780 interacting with early-

nectivity observed in the TT allele carriers in our study may reflect

life stress in increasing risk for depression or PTSD (Wang et al.,

long-term consequences of a functional change in the HPA axis.

2018). However, this does not exclude the possibility that different

The present study contributes to a burgeoning literature demon-

polymorphisms within the FKBP5 gene or polymorphisms from other

strating interaction effects of FKBP5 with early adversity on interme-

genes could interact with childhood abuse on rsFC as well (see Hart

diate phenotypes of psychopathology: Grabe et al. (2016) reported on

et al., 2017; Pagliaccio et al., 2015).

widespread structural brain differences in TT carriers, including

Fourth, no endocrine data such as cortisol was collected from our

reduced gray matter volumes of the amygdala and insula. Further, two

participants, which could have shed light on possible HPA axis alter-

studies found that CT/TT allele carriers showed increasing threat-

ations in genetically vulnerable individuals with experiences of child

related reactivity in the right amygdala with the level of emotional

abuse, thereby allowing insights in the relation between central and

neglect (Holz et al., 2015; White et al., 2012). Recently, interaction

peripheral effects of FKBP5.

effects of FKBP5 with non-adverse environmental conditions were

Last, interaction effects between FKBP5 and adversity observed

demonstrated by Matsudaira et al. (2019). Based on a sample of Japa-

in our study relate to resting state, and thus cannot be used to infer

nese children, they showed that TT carriers had a reduced thalamic

network abnormalities during the processing of specific stimuli or per-

gray matter volume compared with CC carriers at low to moderate

formance of a specific task. For this purpose, both resting state and

levels of maternal acceptance. Although accumulating evidence points

task-dependent neuroimaging should be implemented which could

towards increased risk for structural and functional brain alterations in

provide differential insights in brain functioning in the context of

the context of FKBP5 interaction with environmental conditions, lon-

adversity.

gitudinal studies are needed to close the gap between risk factors,
intermediate phenotypes, and occurring clinical symptoms.

5
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|

Limitations

|

CONC LU SION

In summary, the present study demonstrates interaction effects of
FKBP5 rs1360780 with child abuse on functional connectivity during

There are several limitations of our study that need to be considered

resting state. Only in TT allele carriers, the experience of abuse,

when interpreting the results. First, the number of individuals

although mild, was associated with a stronger coupling between the

reported having experienced severe abuse was relatively small, which

amygdala and posterior insula, which could reflect an enhanced

rendered us unable to investigate abuse-specific interaction effects

processing of bodily feelings with respect to emotions in the absence

with FKBP5. By applying a more lenient threshold to the group classi-

of danger. Such abuse-related functional connectivity patterns may

fication of individuals, we instead focused on any type of abuse,

constitute intermediate phenotypes of psychopathology and could

including “minimal” experiences of abuse. A further study following

provide a useful target for interventions that promote psychological

children at risk is needed to examine whether the observed height-

well-being after adverse experiences.

ened amygdala-insula rsFC occurs specifically in genetically vulnerable
individuals with more severe experiences of abuse. Given a frequency
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